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....... 
a call to resist 
illegitimate authority 
25 January 1975 - 720 Massachusetts Avenue; No. 4, Cambridge, Mass. 02139 #89 
CHINA: PEOPLES' 
UNIVERSITIES 
Paul Lauter 
(This is the first of a series of articles, 
written after returning from a 3-week trip in 
the PRC during August, 1974. The trip was org-
anized by the Guardian, and 19 of the 22 visitors 
were teachers from every level of education.) 
During our 3 weeks in China we visited 5 
cities and some rural areas near them, and schools 
at every level, including Futan and Tsinghua Un-
iversities, the Nationalities Institute in Peking, 
and the Sun Yat Sen Medical College in Kwangchou. 
We talked at length with many people, and were 
given a lengthy briefing by Mrs. Li Li, the "Lead-
ing person" of the Shanghai Education Bureau. All 
in all, our observations, discussions and readings 
enabled us to develop a reasonably wide view of 
Chinese education. At the same time it must be 
remembered that China is a vast country, at least 
as culturally and educationally varied as the US; 
its educational system has changed rapidly in the 
past, and will probably continue to do so, making 
generalizations about Chinese education tentative. 
Herein I will concentrate on higher education. 
Our group asked many questions about who 
continued formal education beyond middle school 
in China, and even more persistently, how deci-
sions were made about who would continue. These 
questions have obviously been matters of substan-
tial conflict in the USA, and in some respects 
we were carrying over to China the feelings gen-
erated by these conflicts. But, as everyone 
familiar with the Great Proletarian Cultural Rev-
olution knows, these were vexed issues in China, 
too. 
During the early stages of the Cultural 
Revolution, the colleges and universities were 
severely criticized for having maintained so 
many traditional practices, and even more imp-
ortant, they were criticized for using out-of-
date textbooks, having poor lab equipment, and 
giving lecture courses whose content had not been 
changed in 30 years. In the face of these crit-
icisms, many faculty who were out of touch with 
their field were retired, old textbooks replaced, 
and, where possible, laboratories improved and 
libraries expanded and updated. 
(continued on page 2) 
THE POLITICAL 
ECONOMY OF INFLATION 
Robert Zevin 
The dominant characterisitc of the economy 
of the Anerican Empire which has demanded and 
defied explanation is the powerful price inflation 
over the past eight years. In this article I will 
consider briefly some of the alternative explan-
ations which have been proposed from different 
political perspectives and offer a few of my own. 
One explanation of the recent inflation is 
the confluence of random accidents. These include 
bad weather and associated bad crops, the absence 
of anchovies off the coast of Peru, the devaluation 
of the dollar, the Yorn Kippur War as a stimulus 
to the effective organization of OPEC, the ecology 
movement and perhaps the war in Southeast Asia. 
A variant of this approach has been constructed 
by Michael Harrington, who adds the predisposition 
of advanced capitalism to be vulnerable to such 
accidents, to invite such accidents, and to be 
unable to respond effectively to such accidents. 
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A similar explanation hinges almost exclus-
ively on the war. Because broad political support 
did not exist for the war this argument holds 
that inflati.onary financing was the only political 
alternative and that the economy continues to 
suffer the dynamic consequences of that decision. 
(continued on page 3) 
"CHINA" cont. 
These struggles successfully reversed a 
downward trend in the quality of the curricula 
at Chinese colleges and universities, creating 
the conditions for students to receive a superlor 
education. '!he question now became one of sel-
ecting those to receive that education, and at 
this point the Cultural Revolution entered another 
stage. 
Again, the colleges and universities were 
criticized, now for their role in consolidating 
and extending privilege for the children of the 
already (relatively) privileged sectors of Chinese 
society -- intellectuals, party cadre, scientists, 
bureaucrats. Children from such families, and 
from the families of the formerly wealthy, had 
more access to the cultural apparatus useful for 
passing entrance and other examinations; they had 
the traditional encouragements to study in order 
to get ahead; and unlike peasants and workers, 
who were necessarily engaged in production, the 
children from such families had time to study. 
Once in college, such students were preferred by 
a professoriat drawn almost entirely from the 
same classes and imbued with traditional and 
class-bound cultural norms, standards, behaviors; 
a professoriat not likely to generate questions 
about the worth of copying notes from a 30-year 
old lecture. Thus the colleges were not serving 
those clawses -- poor and middle peasants, and 
workers -- for whose sake the revolution had been 
w ~ed. After upgrading the curricula, then, it 
we1.s necessary to "put politics in command" in 
order to work out how higher education was to be 
organized to serve peasants and workers. 
Obviously there is no formula for educating 
students to be both red ,!!!!! expert, nor even for 
insuring that students from worker and peasant 
backgrounds get a square shake. As one might there-
fore expect, a great deal of experimentation has 
been going on in recent years, and will surely 
continue. But certain patterns have emerged. 
First, post-secondary education takes as 
great a variety of forms in China as in the US, 
and while one or two institutitions do appear to 
have somewhat more prestige than others, never-
theless differing forms of post-secondary education 
are closely integrated, rather than carefully 
stratified as they are here. At Futan University, 
for example, we were told -- much to our initial 
puzzlement -- that there were 3,500 staff members: 
1,800 teachers, 1,600 students. The anomaly was 
explained by the facts that a group of students 
had graduated and new ones not yet admitted, and 
that the university had not yet redeveloped to· 
the p~e-Cultural Revolution size; but more iq,-
ortant, an additional 5,000 students were engage·d 
in short-term courses, and 7,000 more in corres-
pondence course work, both taught by University 
faculty. 'lhe short-term courses, conducted both 
at the University and in countryside and factory 
locations, extend from 3 to 18 months and are 
directed to particular problems or production 
needs, or to the dissemination of new information 
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or techniques. Correspondence courses covered, 
in Shanghai universities, some 23 specialities, 
matching much of the range of course work at the 
campuses, and enabling students in the distant 
provinces and countryside to pursue studies. Un-
iversity faculty described the care with which 
correspondence work was carried on, its importance 
in helping people solve problems of production 
that arose locally, and in maintaining the mom-
entum of bringing education, together with many 
other services, to the countryside, where the 
vast majority of the Chinese peoples continue to 
dwell. 
Most of the varied forms of post-secondary 
education in China today can be seen in Shanghai, 
which has 16 institutitions of higher education 
in the municipality: 2 general universities, 8 
universities of science and engineering, 3 medical 
colleges, 2 art schools and a Foreign Language 
Institute. Additionally, 61 factories maintain 
their own colleges, mostly of a technical nature, 
but in some cases offering liberal arts study as 
we·ll. We visited a II July 21 Workers University" 
-- more precisely a technical institute -- located 
at and maintained by a Shanghai Ma.chine Tool Plant, 
where workers are enrolled for a three-year course 
of study which includes politics, industrial and 
agricultural subjects, and military affairs. The 
Education Bureau's goal, we were told, is to 
expand the number of such colleges to 118 by th~ 
end of the current school year.CA similarly com-
plex variety of full and part-time schools, many 
of them run by hospitals, factories or communes, 
characterizes secondary education.) 
Another pattern that has emerged from the 
experiments in higher education is that Chinese 
students do not enter post-secondary education 
directly from middle (high) school. They must 
spend at least two years working in production 
on a conmrune, state farm, or in a factory before 
they can apply and be considered for further 
formal education. Thus, increasingly, studentlf 
bring with them some level of practical exper-
ience and concrete knowledge rather than simply 
book learning and social graces. To anyone who 
has had the privilege of teaching older and more 
experienced students the wisdom of this policy 
(continued on next page) 
"CHINA" cont. 
is easily appreciated. Such students have a better 
idea of why they are studying, as well as a basis 
for determining what they want to know, and if 
they are getting it. More important from the 
Chinese perspective, this period of work provides 
a context within which concrete and informed 
political judgments can be made of possible cand-
idates for further formal education. 
While it is probably the case that a majority 
of resident university students are still "young 
people," selected after 2-4 years of work, an 
increasing number are more experienced workers, 
peasants, and soldiers. Nor is it simply a pious 
wish in China that the proportion of such "non-
traditional" students increase. Those who have 
worked in production for over 5 years receive 
full salary during the time they attend college. 
They will not be isolated oddities in a dominant 
youth culture - - as older students are in the 
US, for the most part they will find many other 
students just like themselves, and moreover will 
find non-student workers and peasants who are 
regularly assigned to colleges and universities, 
where they continue to participate in production, 
to teach, and to serve on revolutionary committ~es 
in organizing and directing the educational pro-
gram. 
These older students are also encouraged to 
share their concrete experiences -- from mobilizing 
to fight the Japanese in World War II to building 
-small hydroelectric generators after liberation 
-- with other students; there is much encourage-
ment, in other words, for students to learn not 
only from teachers, but from other students, who 
often do, in China, have much to teach. 
(To be continued in next month's Newsletter.) 
RESUBSCRIBE! 
"INFLATION" cont. 
Most liberal establishment economists opt 
for one or a combination of the above explanations. 
In addition they sometimes argue that the infla-
tion is a result of a persistent deficiency of 
investment and capital formation which has been 
used to pay for unsustainably rapid increases in 
consumption, non-productive state expenditures, 
or both.(The deficiency of investment is the one 
element which frequently appears in both liberal 
and right-wing explanations.) 
I reject the confluence of random accidents 
on methodological grounds as the last resort of 
defeated analysts. There is no evidence that 
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world-wide per capita food production is any lower 
today than it was 5 or 10 years ago. There is 
evidence that inflation itself has caused an in-
crease in the inefficient conversion of grains 
into meat and has also caused a bidding away of 
scarce food from the most poor and starving to 
the more affluent nations. 
Similarly, the war in Southeast Asia is 
simply too slender an economic event on which to 
base the mammoth inflation which now engulfs the 
capitalist world. At the height of the war mili-
tary expendifures were less than 9% of US gross 
national product, whereas during the Korean War 
they exceeded 12%. The symptoms of inflationary 
decay were also distinctly apparent berore the 
major es~alation of the war in the mid-1960s. 
The Euro-dollar market alone -- which began with 
the enactment of the Interest Equalization Tax 
in 1962 -- has clearly made a quantitatively far 
more significant contribution to inflation than 
all of the expenditures related to the war in 
Southeast Asia . 
A second account of inflation comes from 
right-wing theorists (Milton Friedman, Hayek, 
Barron's, innumerable "gold bugs" and Wall Street 
letter writers, etc.), who have generally emb-
raced one or more of the following propositions: 
The political commitment of the Federal Govern-
ment to full employment has made it increasingly 
unable and unwilling to permit normal cyclical 
contractions to keep inflation in check. This 
commitment has led the govermneat to persistent 
deficit .1pending with consequent inflationary 
effects. The Federal Reserve Board, by moneti'Zing 
these deficits or monetizing administered mon-
opoly price increases or union wage increases, 
has provided the real engine of inflation. Once 
begun, deficit spending and/or monetary expansion 
designed to produce full employment set off auto-
matic accelerators. Inflation coupled with the 
ready availability of reserves to the banking 
system and the demonstrable commitment of the 
government to fighting cyclical contractions 
simultaneously encourages businesses and consumers 
to become greater debtors and ensures that their 
demands will be met. Thus government deficits 
with inflationary financing spawn consumer and 
business deficits and the inflationary creation 
of private credit to finance ~hem. All of this in 
turn can only lead to more inflation. Thus the 
economy becomes addicted to ever larger injections 
of fresh money with ever lessening real results. 
Like most addicts it is destined to eventually OD. 
Finally, in many right-wing views this decay 
of the monetary system is accompanied by a decay 
of economic motivations, law, order and morality. 
Business and organized labor become dependent on 
the state for protection of the monopoly positions 
and monetization of their administered prices as 
well as for a proliferating array of subsidies 
and special favor legislation. A growing mass 
comes to depend on welfare or other handouts from 
the state in preference to honest labor for 
honest pay. (continued on page 6) 
BROTHERS ATMORE -HOLMAN 
ALABAMA'S ATTICAS 
On March 25, 1931, nine Black teenagers were 
arresced near Scottsboro, Alabama, for rape. Al-
though one of the girls who brought charges later 
admitted she was lying, all nine spent many years 
in Alabama prisons. Haywood Peterson, one of the 
nine who came to be called the Scottsboro Boys, 
spent six years in Atmore Prison in Alabama and 
called it "the southern most part of hell". As 
a Black inmate who stood up to the racist guards 
and demanded his rights, Peterson took the worst 
the prison had to offer. Before he was there two 
weeks, a white guard offered $50 and a parole to 
two inmates if they would kill him. 
Atmore hasn't changed much in 35 years. 
Beatings and killings still go on. Food is bad. 
There is little medical care, and that which is 
available is woefully inadequate. Prisoners work 
twelve and fourteen hours a day. There are no 
training programs. Atmore hasn't changed because 
prisons serve the same purpose now as they did 
then, namely as slavelabor camps that house poor 
and working· peo~le who step out of line or who 
dare to make demands for changes in the existing 
soc. .:1.l system. 
Conditions in the Alabama prison system are 
probably the worst in the United States. Most of 
Alabama's prison institutions are twice as popu-
lated as they were designed to be. There is no 
health care in most institutions, and broken 
limbs, knife wounds, and veneral disease are all 
treated with aspirin. Two years ago the courts 
ruled such conditions unconstitutional and ordered 
Alabama to immediately meet at least minimal health 
standards. But nothing has changed in the ·two 
years since that ruling. Dr. Julius Michaelson 
visited Atmore Prison for the Alabama Medical 
Association and filed a report on the conditions 
of the prison which concluded as follows; ''When 
I walked out of Atmore Prison, I was depressed. 
I wanted to shed my clothing and take a shower. 
As I got back into my automobile, nausea welled 
up within me. I looked back and I cried." 
In Alabama, the governor appoints a five 
person Board of Corrections, which in turn appoints 
the Commissioner of Corrections, who in turn ap-
points the wardens, who in turn hire the staffs 
of their respective prisons. It is this structure 
that insures that fundamental change in the prisons 
of Alabama will never take place. The positions 
are filled by many Alabama law enforcement officials 
who have gained noteriety for their racist and 
heavy handed methods of dealing with "civil dis-
turbances". The prison commissioner at this moment 
is L.B. Sullivan, who was Public Safety Commission-
er of Montgomery, Alabama, during the freedom 
rides of the 1960's. He refused to allow the 
ambulances to carry Blacks to the hospital after 
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they had been attacked by the Montgomery police 
and their canine corps. The warden of Atmore 
Prison Farm, Marion G. Harding, is the former 
Police Chief of Scottsboro, Alabama. The warden 
of Holman Prison, Tom Potts, is the former Police 
Chief of Troy, Alabama. Both have long histories 
of treating Blacks inhumanely and trampling over 
people's rights. 
Atmore State Prison Farm and Holman Maximum 
Security Unit, 80th in Atmore, Alabama, contain 
over half the prisoners in Alabama. The vast 
majority are Black. Segregation is the rule in 
all aspects of prison life. Inmates of both insti-
tutions are paid 75¢ every three weeks, or 25¢ 
a week. Out of this 25¢ must come writing paper, 
pencils, pens, stamps, razors, shaving cream, 
soap, toothpaste, toothbrushes, underwear, linen, 
books, cigarettes, and "extra" food. A bar of 
soap costs 37¢ at Atmore Prison, or just about 
a week and a half's salary. Inmaces report that 
beatings, stabbings, rape and drugs are common-
place in the institutions. Prison authorities 
content themselves with permitting the mix of 
the above four elements that is most conducive 
to "order". 
In response to all of this, Black inmates 
formed Inmates for Action (IFA). IFA committees 
handle legal work, education, distribution of 
periodicals, publications, and correspondence 
with outside groups. IFA daily programs include 
general education in math, science, and reading, 
law and prisoners' rights, first aid, Black 
history, revolutionary theory, and the study of 
imperialism, capitalism, fascism, colonialism, 
socialism, etc. The greatest scare to prison 
officials came when IFA began to bring some White 
inmates into the struggle with the Black IFA 
members. The IFA made the prisoners aware of the 
prison officials' efforts to promote racism in 
order to prevent Black and White solidarity among 
prisoners. White prisoners were given better 
treatment than Blacks in order to make Blacks 
resentful towards White prisoners, and to make 
White prisoners feel better than Blacks. Better 
treatment of Whites was also used as rewards for 
not supporting and associatimg with Black prison-
ers. White prisoners who associated with Black 
prisoners were singled out for harassment. The 
IFA constantly exposed this scheme to the prison-
ers and made important gains in uniting White 
and Black prisoners around a number of issues. 
In response to the denial of their humanity 
that plagued them everyday, members of the IFA 
in October, 1972, drew up a list of grievance 
and demands and presented them to prison officials. 
Demands included the application of minimum wage 
standards to all prisoners who held jobs, the 
abolition of punitive isolation and solitary con-
finement, religious freedom, better food and de-
cent medical care, and "that our humanity be 
recognized and that we receive the same constitu-
tional/civil rights and privileges as those of 
free citizens." To emphasize the seriousness of 
their demands, 20 Black mid 6 White prisoners 
conducted a peaceful sit-down strike and work 
stoppage. The strike ended ~en prison officials 
promised to meet some of the demands and that 
there would be no reprisals against strikers or 
the negotiators. But as sonn as the negotiations 
ended, the promised reforms were forgotten. Two 
hundred inmates were locked up and IFA members 
were brutally punished. 
In May of 1973, imna.tes in the segregation 
unit at Atmore, were tear-gassed, stripped nude 
and beaten with pick-ax handles for protesting 
those same conditions. Soon after this, a ''Death 
List", constructed by prison authorities, was 
discovered and circulated by a trustee of the 
prison, and eventually found its way into the 
hands of the Atmore-Holman Brothers Defense Com-
mittee. The list made it clear that the prison 
officials wanted the named prisoners killed and 
would take no action against any prison guards 
who participated in such a process. The Mobile 
Register finally picked up on the story about 
one month later and published it as a lead article. 
Commissioner L.B. Sullivan's response to questions 
about the list was "no comment". Since that time 
two prisoners on that list have been murdered, 
and one beaten to the point of death. 
Finally, on January 18, 1974, in protest to 
a beating of IFA member Jesse Clanzy by prison 
guards, a group of Atmore inmates took control 
of the segregation block. With two guards as 
hostages, the inmates demanded the oppor·tunity 
to present their grievences to the outside world 
and the news media. 
Prison and state officials responded quickly 
and brutally. During the attack, a prisoner and 
guard were killed and several other inmates were 
injured. George Dobbins of IFA, identified by 
the warden as a leader of the protest, was re-
portedly killed by gunfire. But a coroner's re-
port "raised doubts". According to the Mobile 
Register, the coroner concluded that Dobbins 
died of nine stab wounds in the head, which were 
so severe that he could not have lived more than 
a few minutes after receiving them. Similarly, 
according to the inmates, Dobbins was wounded 
badly from shotgun blasts when he was loaded into 
an ambulance to be driven to a hospital in Mobile, 
nearly 60 miles away. In light of this and the 
coroner's report, inmates are charging that he 
was stabbed and killed between the time the am-
bulance left the prison and when it arrived at 
the hospital. 
The brutality did not end there. On March 
12, IFA member Tommy Lee Dotson, died after being 
beaten by guards while handcuffed at Holman Prison. 
According to prison officials, four imna.tes passed 
a knife down the row of cells to Dotson, who was 
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supposed to have wrestled free from four guards 
and stabbed one of ~hem. All this happened after 
Dobson had been stripped and handcuffed with his 
hands behind his back. Four weeks later, four in-
mates whose cells were located near where the 
murder took place were charged with the murder 
of the guard. Inmates claim that the guard, an 
older man, died of a heart attack during the 
beating of Dotson. 
In May, the original 45 inmates from the two 
prisons were brought up on 80 different charges, 
ranging from riot to first degree murder. The state, 
confronted with a lack of evidence, was forced to 
drop charges against all but the nine Atmore-aolman 
Brothers. It is rumored that as in other cases, 
some of those who had their charges dropped have 
agreed, under enormous pressure and terror, to 
testify for the state as part of the deal. 
The trial was set to begin in June. Support 
committees were organized and lawyers from all 
over the country volunteered to defend the Brothers. 
On the day of the trial, supporters of the Brothers 
came to the courthouse by the hundreds. At the 
last minute, the Attorney General of Alabama, who 
had decided to prosecute the Brothers in a cause 
celebre fashion, announced that he could not make 
it to court that day. The trial judge conveniently 
decided that it was a good time for sumner vaca-
tion to start. Jury members were paid and sent 
home. 
The trials have been put off to February. It 
is obvious that the state of Alabama is attempting 
to crush the IFA and all prison protest through 
its prosecution of the Atmore-Holman Brothers. 
Beatings and Death Lists met with further opposition. 
These tactics were temporarily suspended in deference 
to a 'legal' strategy, much in the same way as 
New York State and Nelson Rockefeller are trying 
to do with the Attica Brothers. If the state wins 
the case, it legitimizes the means by which prison 
officials seek to terminate groups like IFA (those 
means which produced the opposition from the inmates), 
and delegitimizes opposition to brutality. Moral 
and financial support are needed badly. The address 
of the Atmore-Holman Brothers Defense Committee 
is 802 6th Street North, Birmingham, Alabama. 
RESUBSCRIBE ! 
IT IS TIME TO RESUBSCRIBE TO THE RESIST 
NEWSLETTER. IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY DONE SO, 
PI.EASE RE1URN THE ENCWSED ENVEIDPE SO AS TO 
CONTINUE RECEIVING THE NEWSLETTER. 
SINCE IT COSTS US $5 A YEAR T() PRINT AND 
MAIL YOUR COPY OF THE NEWSLETTER, PI.EASE EN-
CWSE $5 IN 'llIE RETURN ENVEWPE - IF YOU CAN -
IF YOU CAN NOT, ENCWSE WHATEVER YOU CAN -
EVEN IDTHING IF THATS YOUR CONDITION. IF 
YOU BECOME A RESIST PI.EDGE YOU RECEIVE THE 
NEWSI.E'ITER FOR THE DURATION OF YOUR PI.EDGE 
ACTIVITY. A PLEDGE IS DESCRIBED IN THE LAST 
ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER "A PLEDGE TO RESIST" 
ON THE FRONT PAGE. 
IN ANY AND ALL CASES REMEMBER THAT YOU 
MUST RETURN THE ENCWSED ENVEWPE IN ORDER 
TO CONTINUE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION. 
"INFLATION'' cont. 
It must be conceded that the right-wing 
theories have two very strong points in their 
favor. First, no other theoretical conception 
so adequately accounts for so much observed data. 
Second, no other theories or theorists can claim 
to have accurately predicted so much and so far 
in advance of what has actually happened and what 
appears likely to happen. I shall concentrate un 
those aspects of the empire's financial instit-
utions and monetary system which are particularly 
illuminated by the right-wing point of view. 
It is indisputable that from the end of 
World War II until this year there has been a 
persistent secular tendency for the rate of growth 
of the domestic money supply to accelerate. It is 
also indisputable that there has been a persistl!llt 
tendency for all le~ls of government, the busi-
ness sector, and the household sector to increase 
indebtedness compared to total assets or total 
incomes of those sectors. Both principal and 
interest debt servicing requirements have become 
increasing portions of income for all three sec-
tors. Even the banking system has increasingly 
resorted to interest bearing deposits and straight 
debt instruments in order to meet the increasing 
demands for loans from other sectors. Superimposed 
on this tremendous growth of money supply and 
debt obligations has been an even more explosive 
growth of near-money credits and liquid assets. 
Thes~ include the spectacular growth in the cir-
culation of credit cards, the creation of automatic 
overdraft checking accounts, and the growth of 
such near-money assets and liabilities as savings 
accounts, treasury bills, municipal notes, bankers 
acceptances and commercial paper; each of which 
has grown even more rapidly than the money 
supply itself. 
At the heart of these righ-wing views is the 
notion that we have been living beyond our means; 
borrowing from the future to increase today's 
cons~tion. Also, there is the central assumption 
that this irresponsibility flows directly out of 
a social-political commitment to maintaining pros-
perity and full employment. Put this way the 
argument suffers from two critical flaws. First, 
far from being inadequate, investment has been 
historically high and rising as the inflationary 
crisis increased in intensity. The years 1966-74 
were characterized by a higher level of invest-
ment as a percentage of American national income 
than any other nine-year period in this century. 
This is true no matter how one defines investment. 
Looking at the economy of the whole empire --
including Western Europe, Japan, and less well 
developed countries -- investment appears to have 
been an even more extraordinarily high percentage 
of total economic activity. 
The second flaw in this account is that if 
the purpose of government activity and private 
investment has been to foster a high level of 
employment and prosperity it has demonstrably 
failed, and more important, it has predictably 
failed. The net economic effect of an increasing 
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overseas flow of private investment plus the 
heavy overseas burden of the military expenses 
of empire has been to divert effective demand for 
goods, the formation of new capital and hence 
the creation of prosperity and new jobs away from 
the US, toward the rest of the American empire. 
While the analogy between an economy addicted to 
inflation and a person addicted to heroin is 
compelling and instructive, the right-wing theories 
do not provide a convincing account of the motiv-
ation for the first few doses. 
Before turning directly to a consideration 
of the Marxist analysis of inflation, I would 
first like to note a persistent and obvious trend 
_in the history of capitalism: the growing relative 
importance of govermnents in the total economic 
system, no matter how measured. In every capinlist 
country, regardless of when the industrial rev-
olution took place, and regardless of how large 
an economic role the state played at that point, 
the relative importance of government has increased 
irreversibly and without exception ever since. A 
perhaps related observation is the persistent 
trend toward increasing interdependence throughout 
the economies of the capitalist world and its less 
developed territories. It has become increasingly 
difficult for any enterprise or region or country 
to effect an economic destiny for ~tself indep-
endent of the course of the empire-wide economy. 
An orthodox Marxist analysis would suppose 
an increasing concentration of ownership and 
control over private productive capacity, in 
addition to the increasing role of governments. 
The evidence on this point, however, is far from 
clear. On the one hand, an increasing number of 
industries is characterized by the presence of 
very large firms with national or international 
scopes of operation and some degree of monopoly 
power in product and factor markets. On the 
other hand, within many of these same industries 
the degree to which capacity is concentrated in 
the largest firms has declined over the past 25, 
50, or 75 years. (For example, steel, aluminum, 
copper, petroleum production, refining and mark-
eting, automobiles and computers.) Especially 
since che end of World Warn, leading American 
multi-nationals have been faced with an increas-
ingly formidable array of new domestic and overseas 
competitors at the same time that they have con-
tinued to grow. 
Let us, however, grant the Marxist premise, 
and another one too: that monopoly capital or 
major multi-national corporations have a persis-
tent tendency to increase their productive capacity 
more rapidly than the natural rate of increase of 
effective demand for their products, given cap-
italist institutions which determine the distrib-
ution of purchasing power. Then quite obviously 
it is in the interest of monopoly capital to 
create new markets for its surplus productive 
ca0.acity. Titis is the traditional Marxist explan-
ation of the market-capturing function of the 
modern warfare state as well as the domestic 
market-creating functions of the modern welfare 
state. This point of view also provides a com-
pelling explanation of the dynamic urgency with 
which the Euro-dollar market has exploded. 
Until quite recently, virtually all Euro-
dollar loans were made directly or indirectly 
to governments or enterprises outside of the 
United States in order to finance some sort of 
investment. Major investment projects included 
the purchase of large computer systems, modern 
commercial jet aircraft, electronic-aerospace 
military syst·ems, heavy industrial processing 
complexes (steel, petroleum,refining, petrochem-
icals, fertilizers, automobile plants, foundries, 
etc.), raw material exploitation and transporta·-
tion investments (offshore drilling rigs, pipe-
lines, supertankers), and the construction of 
roads, ports, dams and housing. With the sole 
exception of the construction of supertankers, 
all of these activities require the provision 
of capital goods and services in which American 
based multi-national corporations are preemineDt. 
Thus, until recently, virtually every dollar lent 
in the Euro-dollar market became a dollar of sales 
for a leading multi-national American corporation. 
Also, virtually every such dollar came back in 
the form of a deposit in a Euro-dollar banking 
institution. 
'!bus, the Euro-dollar market is solely the 
creation of private capital, created to provide 
investments and to expand overseas markets. This 
is, to my mind, the singlemost important factor 
in explaining the current inflation, which is 
suggested by the fact that in the twelve year 
period 1962-1974, Euro-dollars created almost 
as many additional US dollars as have been cre-
ated in the entire prior history of this country. 
The Euro-dollar market is only an especial-
ly clear case of how a Marxist analysis applies 
to the whole spectrum of the inflationary expan-
sion of credit and the government's fiscal com-
mitment to "full employment" all of which have 
the ultimate and futile purpose of trying to 
make effective market demand expand as rapidly 
as the productive capacity of monopoly capital. 
However, while all of these conclusions flow 
neatly from the premise, the premise itself (that 
monopoly capital has an increasing tendency to 
accumulate surplus productive capacity) is pre-
sumably a testable conclusion rather than an 
assumption beyond the reach of evidence. And there 
is a substantial body of evidence that suggests 
it may be false. Indeed, the deficiency of in-
vestment theory also leads quite directly to an 
array of deductions perfectly oonsistent with 
every thing we know about recent political eco-
nomic history. However, in this case the direct 
empirical test of the premise is obvious and 
decisively negative. 
The most promising explanation of inflation 
is that we have been suffering from a super a-
bundance of investment. In all probability, we 
have just reached the end of a half century long 
super-cycle characterized by the complete develop-
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ment of a whole change of investments implied by 
the dominance of the automobile in our everyday 
lives. These investments include the construction 
of highways, pipelines and tankers, and all of 
the other mines, steel mills, and factories 
necessary to make these things. One might als·o 
add the airplane and a core of electronics in-
ventions to the array of central innovations 
which touched off the massive and accelerating 
investments of the past half century. Typically, 
at the end of a long or a short economic cycle, 
two different things happen at once. On the one 
hand, profits, no matter how measured, tend to 
fall as a proportion of total sales or total 
national income. This may or may not have any• 
thing to do with Marx's notion of a secular 
tendency toward a falling rate of profit. In 
any case, the Marxist analysis illuminates the 
cyclical phenomenon. At the same time, invest-
ment tends to increase just as a great and logi-
cal train of interconnected investments is about 
to reach fruition and render the last investment 
redundant. The reasons for this are more complex. 
They have to do somewhat with the tactics and 
maneuvers on the part of producers to maintain· 
or increase their market shares or to obtain 
greater control over prices at a time when the 
growth of demand for their products is less as-
sured or when competitors are also threatening 
their position by forming cartels of their own. 
Thus, we see extraordinarily expensive invest-
ments in offshore drilling platforms at a time 
when the world supply of crude petroleum is 
enormous compared with its consumption; but the 
OPEC cartel has succeeded in more than quadrupling 
the price overnight. Another possible explanation 
is that businesses are fooled by the phenomena 
of rising prices and apparent full utilization 
of existing capacity into believing that the 
immediate future will be much like the immediate 
past and that additional investments even though 
more expensive and less productive will still 
prove profitable; If national income begins to 
grow more slowly, while profits are a shrinking 
share of national income; and if at the same 
time businesses desire to make more investments 
at higher prices; then businesses like govern-
ments have no choice but to finance their activi-
ties through inflationary mechanisms. In the ~ase 
of business, the inflationary mechanism is ul-
timately a resort to the banking system to print 
the money with which businesses bid away resourc·es 
from consumers and from each other. In quantita-
tive terms, this would seem to be the major ex-
planation of our recent inflationary experience. 
It suggests that everything will now rapidly un-
wind. The rate of inflation will fall and indeed 
for a while inflation may disappear altogether. 
The rate of unemployment of labor as well as 
capital will climb dramatically and we shall 
under-utilize labor and capital power for many 
years to come. In all these respects we are going 
through an experience very similar to the end of 
the last super-cycle (based on the development 
of railroads, steel and chemicals) in 1920-1921. 
(to be continued in next month's Newsletter) 
January Grants 
Black United Liberation Front 
2009 West Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia, 19121 
BULF is a community organization in the Black 
neighborhood of North Philly. Much of their work 
centers around anti-police repression work, and 
organizing against slumlords and exploitative 
businesses in the area. Through the Malcolm X 
Party, BULF has developed an electoral strategy 
which offers a Black Nationalist and anti-capital-
ist alternative to Mayor Rizzo's political machine. 
BULF also operates ghetto farms, a free breakfast 
program, and a busing program to nearby Grater-
ford prison. The grant is for an offset duplicator 
to improve the educational and political literature 
used in their campaigns. 
Claridad 
114 East 13th Street, 9th Floor, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 
Claridad is the pqper of the Puerto Rican Socialist 
Party, and the principle organ covering the strug-
gle for independence in Puerto Rico. It is printed 
weekly in the US in a bi-lingual edition, and 
covers the struggles of Puerto Ricans in the US 
for better housing, education, jobs, etc., as 
well as providing Puerto Ricans with the best 
coverage of events on the island. The October 
27 rally in Madison Square Garden marked the be-
ginning of a new stage of support for Puerto 
Rican independence in the Boricua, Afro-American 
and White communities of North America. This 
grant is to help finance the expansion of the 
US edition of the paper in order to meet the 
increased demand for news on Puerto Rico. 
Association of Vietnamese Patriots in Canada 
CP 220 Station G, Montreal, P.Q. 
The Associa•tion is a united front of many Viet-
namese organizations and individuals in Canada. 
Through Vietnam Report, which is published in 
Vietnamese and English, they reach Vietnamese 
exiles and those in the US for training or school 
who are returning to Vietnam, with information 
on developments in P.R.G. areas and Saigon. The 
demand for the paper has increased with recent 
developments in Indochina. The grant covers the 
cost of one issue of Vietnam Report. 
Puerto Rican Decolonization Committee 
Box 1240 Peter Stuyvesant Station, N.Y., 10009 
PRDC brings information to North Americans on 
the exploitation of Puerto Rico by US imperialism 
and the struggle for Puerto Rican independence. 
It publishes a monthly newsletter, Puerto Rico 
~' which provides in-depth information on 
issues like US plans for a petroleum superport 
and the ecologically disasterous extraction of 
copper in the island's central mountain range. 
They have an excellent slideshow, "Superport 
Means No More Puerto Rico", which should be seen 
seen by anyone interested in the Puerto Rican 
people and enviornmental colonialism. 
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Chicano Communications Center 
PO Box 6086, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107 
CCC grew out of the group of Chicanos who pub-
lsihed El Grito del Norte. The Center was developed 
in order to expand the ways in which Chicanos in 
New Mexico could receive information and analysis 
on events effecting them. They devote much of 
their time to training Chicanos in politics, 
journalism, lay-out, and other aspects of communi-
cations. The Center serves the function of uniting 
the dispersed and under-financed Chicano organiza-
tions working at a grass roots level in the area. 
CCC has made great strides towards bringing Chi-
canos and Indians closer together. Traditionally, 
·these two groups have fought each other more than 
their common oppressors. 
Menominee Warriors Society 
c/o Wisconsin Alliance, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Members of the Menominee Warriors Society are 
presently occupying an unused Catholic monastery 
near Gresham, Wisconsin. They are demanding that 
the building and land, not used since 1968, be 
converted into a badly needed hospital for the 
Menominee and other poor people of the area. 
National Guard troops are surrounding the area, 
although food and medical supplies are being al-
lowed in. Media reports have all ignored the 
history of illegal evictions of the Indians from 
their land in Northeastern Wisccnsin, and the 
poverty which most of them attempt to live in. 
This grant is for food, clothing, and medical 
supplies. 
National Farmworkers Service Center 
R 1 Box 149-B, Alamo, Texas 78516 
FSC produces a fifteen minute radio show, "La 
Voz del Campesino". It is broadcast all over South 
Texas and North Mexico on the most popular 
Spanish language station in South Texas. The 
response by farmworkers to the program has been 
enthusiastic for the year the program has been 
in existence. The program, whose M.C. is a UFW 
organizer, brings news, information, and analysis 
from the farmworkers point of view, and is used 
as a vehicle for organizing for minimum wage, 
job security, and strike and boycott efforts. 
Vietnamese Women's Conference 
CP 22, Station G, Montreal, P.Q. 
The Conference has been called by the women of 
the Association for Vietnamese Patriots. Its 
purpose is to bring together a broad range of 
women activists from daycare projects, unions, 
Black Community organizations, Lesbian groups, 
and anti-war organizations, in order to reaffirm 
and expand support for the Vietnamese struggle 
within these sectors of the "movement". Talks 
and workshops will include "The Present Situation 
in Viet Nam", US Imperialism and the Oppression 
of Women", 11 The Role of the Vietnamese Conmuniat 
Party", "Changing Roles for Vietnamese Women", 
and many more. The grant is to pay for transporta-
tion for low-income women to the Conference. 
